We've redefined the word 'custom' enabling organisations to have a truly tailored and personalised solution to their unique induction needs and requirements no matter what the desire.

OnlineInduction.com - the leading name for Online Inductions across the world.
Can people be re-inducted as many times as they like?
Yes, and there’s no additional cost to do anniversary or automatic re-inductions and inductees can also do different induction types.

Can I control my own content?
You can create, edit, and delete all your content as much as you need through your very own Administrator login. Upload material, transform it into an online format (SCORM Compliant) and create your own reporting. You can edit your exam questionnaires, tell the system which is the correct answer to accept and even change the layout of your induction card or certificate.

Can you provide me content so I can get started?
Content and learning management courses are included in the standard package. These courses range from WHS Policies through to Bully in the Workplace courses.

Can we have voice overs with our slides?
Professional voice-overs can be arranged. This gives an interactive feel to your content.

Is there a contract & what is my minimum commitment?
There is no contract to use the system. It is based on a month to month license. History shows we are confident to provide this given the excellent service that no lock-in mechanisms are required.

How fast can the system be live and ready for use?
We’ll send you an updated link and logins within 48 hours so you can start loading up any content you’d like. We of course have a whole library of materials to choose from to help you get started and we can even do all the leg work loading up your material and transforming it into an online format. When you’re good and ready to go live to your users, simply send them the link and ask them to register for access!

Can video be incorporated to become more interactive?
Video can be incorporated by including parts of your current corporate DVD or alternatively our camera crews can mobilise to film exactly what you need.

Are there questions at the end of each chapter of module?
Yes you can have questions at the end of each module allowing the inductee to be tested. If they do not pass they simply re-watch or re-read that module and then answer a new series of questions, different to the last set. Or you might want to just have a single questionnaire at the end of the induction overall.

How many different types of induction can I have?
As many as you feel you need! There is no limit on the individual induction types. You can have content unique for contractors, employees, visitors, guests, truck drivers or any other type of inductee for your organisation.

Can I link it from my Intranet or website for access by Contractors and Staff?
You sure can! It’s as easy as setting up a hyperlink and it will be branded entirely to your organisation.

How many Inductee’s can be inducted?
As many as you need! There are no further costs per inductee or fees to your contractors.

What happens if the inductee does not have a computer?
They can do the induction from their mobile phone via the App or just using the webpage on their phone. Or they can do it on site as well.

How do I deal with inductee’s who don’t speak English?
The Online Induction can be in any main language.